CHAPTEE-IV.
The election of 1814 which followed in a few weeks was the most important of any ever held in the State, and resulted in the complete humiliation of our opponents by a triumph that gladdened the heart of every patriot in the land. We, for the first time since the declaration of War elected not only a large majority of our Members of Congress, but majorities also in both Houses of the Legislature, and thus secured, our ascendancy in every branch of the Government. In the succeeding month of August the enemy captured the city of Washington, burned the Capitol and other public buildings, and drove the President and his Cabinet from the Seat of Government. The regret occasioned by this event—this desecration of our most consecrated spot by the ruthless tread of hostile steps—was in no small degree relieved by the knowledge that New York had been rescued from the hands of an unrelenting faction, and might now be relied on to furnish efficient aid to the general Cause.
The attention of the friends of the Country in all directions was therefore tufned to Tompkins and the great State over which he presided. He did not disappoint their expectations but called an Extra-Session of the Legislature in the month of August,1 and spread before it in an eloquent and patriotic Speech the actual condition of the Country—invoking its aid to support the National Arm. Never did a Legislative b'ody assemble under circumstances of deeper interest, never one more solemnly impressed with a sense of the responsibilities resting upon it, never one more firmly and disinterestedly resolved to discharge all its duties. I was again appointed Chairman of the Committee on the Governor's Speech, and reported an answer which was adopted in the senate by acclamation and which I insert here.
the answer of the senate to the speech of His excellency the governor.
sir,
The Senate at the close of their last session indulged with your Excellency in the pleasing expectation, that before this period the blessings of peace would have been restored to their country on terms consistent with its honor & Interest. They are however by subsequent events reluctantly compelled to bear testimony to the insincerity of the professions on which those reasonable expectations were founded.
They have seen the enemy, while indulging in the vain hope that those professions would lead us into fancied but fatal impressions of security, applying
1 The legislature met September 26, 1814.—W. C, F.
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